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Putative adjunct therapies to target mitochondria dysfunction and 

oxidative stress in Phenylketonuria, Lysosomal storage disorders and 

Peroxisomal disorders. 

Nadia Turton, Tricia Rutherford, Dick Thijssen, Iain P Hargreaves. 

Abstract:  

Introduction: Oxidative stress (OS) and mitochondrial dysfunction are implicated in the pathogenesis 

of a number of metabolic diseases. OS occurs when there is an imbalance between the pro-

oxidant/antioxidant homeostasis, leading to an increased generation of reactive oxidant species (ROS) 

with resultant cellular dysfunction.  It is becoming apparent that increased ROS generation may be 

attributable to secondary mitochondrial dysfunction as a consequence of disease pathophysiology. 

Mitochondrial dysfunction occurs as a result of oxidative damage from enhanced ROS generation as 

well as the accumulation of toxic metabolites in some metabolic diseases.  

Areas covered: The present review will discuss evidence of OS and mitochondrial dysfunction in 

phenylketonuria (PKU), lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs) and peroxisomal disorders. In addition, 

potential adjunct therapies which have the potential to enhance mitochondrial functioning and 

mitigate OS will be explored. The data bases utilised for this review were Pubmed and the Wed of 

science, with inclusive dates, 1988-2020. 

Expert opinion: There is an un-unified approach in the treatment of metabolic diseases. Agents 

including augmenters of mitochondrial function, antioxidants, and activators of mitochondrial 

biogenesis, may be beneficial. However, although successful in some cases, these adjunct therapies 

have yet to be incorporated into the clinical-management of metabolic diseases. 

Key words: Metabolic disease, Phenylketonuria, Lysosome storage disorders, Peroxisome disorders, 

mitochondrial biogenesis, mitochondrial electron transport chain, oxidative stress, antioxidants. 

 

Article highlights  

 The metabolic diseases PKU, LSDs and peroxisome disorders have all demonstrated evidence 

of mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress as part of their disease pathophysiology. 

 Certain adjunct therapies have shown to be beneficial in augmenting ETC function and 

mitigating OS in primary ETC disorders and other diseases associated with similar disease 

pathophysiology. 

 There is still a severe paucity of research of these treatments in IEM, however, they primarily 

focus on their ability to enhance mitochondrial ETC functioning and mitigating mitochondrial 

OS.  

 Agents which stimulate mitochondrial biogenesis, an integral event which sustains 

mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation is gaining more attention in recent years as therapies 

move from cell-based studies into clinical trials for their ability to improve mitochondrial ETC 

functioning.  

 The therapies discussed are potential adjunct therapies to be taken in conjunction with IEM 

recommended dietary intervention and primary disease treatments.  

 At present, it is difficult to decipher how the treatment of mitochondrial dysfunction and OS 

in IEM will evolve. A lot of research is still required to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of 



these agents in IEM. However, until biomarkers of mitochondrial dysfunction in IEM patients 

become more reliable, the therapeutic efficacy of these agents will be difficult to quantify. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Oxidative stress (OS) and secondary mitochondrial dysfunction have been observed in the 

pathogenesis of a number of metabolic diseases [1]. OS occurs when there is a disturbed equilibrium 

between pro-oxidant/antioxidant homeostasis that further leads to the generation of  reactive oxygen 

species  (ROS) and other free radicals [2]. The over production of free radicals can cause oxidative 

damage to biomolecules in the cell including DNA, lipids and proteins, which can be implicated in many 

chronic diseases [3,4]. The origin of OS can be multifactorial and may be the result of a leakage of 

electrons from the mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC) which can occur under physiological 

conditions, the by-product of enzymatic processes and  growth factor activity or occur as a 

consequence of  drugs or toxin exposure [5]. However, emerging evidence suggests that secondary 

mitochondrial dysfunction could be attributed to the generation of ROS in a number of metabolic 

diseases [6]. The factors responsible for mitochondrial dysfunction may also be caused by the 

accumulation of toxic metabolites and by-products in inborn errors of metabolism (IEM) which are 

also known as metabolic diseases [7]. Alternatively, OS implicated in the pathogenesis of other 

diseases may lead to direct oxidative damage to the ETC, thus compromising the energy efficiency of 

the cell [8].   

The injurious effects of OS to cellular components and ultimately organ dysfunction observed in 

multiple IEM validates a need for antioxidant intervention to detoxify ROS, increase the antioxidant 

capacity of the cell and mitigate mitochondrial dysfunction [9-11]. Recently, a number of novel 

therapeutic strategies  have  emerged that target IEM associated OS and may provide potential 

adjunct treatments for these diseases [12].  

The present review aims to discuss the evidence of OS and secondary mitochondrial dysfunction in a 

range of IEM including, phenylketonuria (PKU), lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs) and peroxisomal 

disorders, and highlight potential adjunct therapeutic strategies, which target OS and mitochondrial 

dysfunction which has been associated with these IEM. 



2. PKU 

PKU is an autosomal recessive metabolic disorder of the amino acid, phenylalanine (Phe). Individuals 

with PKU have mutations in the gene encoding the hepatic enzyme,  phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) 

[13]. This defect in PAH causes an accumulation of Phe in the blood and other tissues with classical 

PKU patients having blood Phe concentrations exceeding >1200 µmol/L [14]. A proportion of this  

accumulated Phe will then be metabolized into phenylketones via other metabolic pathways [15].   

Neurological impairment is the hallmark of PKU with clinical presentations including microcephaly, 

developmental delay, psychiatric disorders, cerebral white matter abnormalities and epilepsy [16,17]. 

However, the new born screening programme has enabled early diagnosis of PKU allowing for a Phe 

restricted diet to be invoked immediately after diagnosis [18]. Dietary compliance prevents 

developmental delay and the outcome for individuals who comply diligently is positive. However, 

there are still reports of changes to MRI scans even in well-controlled dietary groups [19,20]. The low 

protein diet is an anti-social diet with surveys showing that only 1 in 5 patients comply [19,21-23]. 

Although a low Phe diet is effective, there remains a paucity of information of how Phe accumulation 

results in neurological damage. OS and mitochondrial dysfunction have been implicated in the 

pathophysiology of this disorder and may be significant contributory factors [1]. 

2.2. Evidence of OS and ETC dysfunction in PKU 

 OS may be a useful therapeutic target in PKU patients as evidence of OS has been observed on 

diagnosis and persists, even with dietary compliance [24,25].  In PKU, elevated levels of thiobarbituric-

acid reactive species (TBARS ; a product of lipid peroxidation) [24], malondialdehyde (MDA ; product 

of lipid peroxidation) [26] and 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG ; marker of DNA oxidation) have 

also been reported [27]. This increase in levels of OS identified in PKU may be as a direct result of 

hyperphenylalaninemia (HPA) induced-ETC impairment, since inhibition of the ETC complexes, 

particularly complex I (NADH ubiquinone oxidoreductase; EC 1.6.5.3), have been associated with an 

increase in free radical generation [28,29] (see figure 1). A study by Rech et al [30] identified a 

reduction in complex I+III (NADH ubiquinone oxidoreductase; EC 1.6.5.3: ubiquinol cytochrome c 

reductase; EC 1.10.2.2) activity in the brain cortex of chemically induced HPA in rats. However, there 

was no alteration in the activities of complexes II (succinate ubiquinone reductase; EC 1.3.5.1), II+III 

(succinate ubiquinone reductase; EC 1.3.5.1: ubiquinol cytochrome c reductase; EC 1.10.2.2) and IV 

(cytochrome c oxidase; EC 1.9.3.1). It concluded that Phe inhibited the activity of complex I by 

competing with NADH for active site binding. However, another study identified that 

hyperphenylalaninemia  had no effect on ETC enzyme complex I activity in immortalised human 

astrocytes [31] and Hargreaves et al  [32] identified that elevated Phe concentrations together with 

dietary restrictions had no effect on complex II+III activity in blood mononuclear cells in a PKU patient 

population. The paucity of studies identifying the effect of HPA on mitochondrial ETC complexes (in 

particular complex III activity) as well as evidence of increased lactate levels identified in PKU patients 

[33], suggests that OS may still occur as a direct result of Phe induced ETC dysfunction, or secondary 

to an alternative mechanism of Phe induced free radical generation. It should also be noted that in 

addition to the glial cells including astrocytes, the brain is also composed of neurons. Therefore, it is 

at present uncertain of the cellular origin of the cerebral ETC dysfunction reported in the study by  

Rech et al [30]. Although, there was no evidence of astrocytic ETC impairment in the study by 

Hargreaves et al [31], the effect of Phe exposure on neuronal ETC activity has yet to be examined. 

Furthermore, we cannot be certain whether Phe-induced mitochondrial dysfunction is cell/tissue 

specific. 



A decrease in cellular antioxidant status has also been reported in PKU patients  [27]. A diminution in 

the level of the naturally occurring brain antioxidant, reduced glutathione (GSH),  was found to 

accompany an increase in OS levels in Wister rat astrocytes treated with Phe (0.5-1.5mM) [34]. A 

decrease in glutathione peroxidase (Gpx) activity has also been  reported in  PKU patient erythrocytes 

[24], which may be associated with reduced cerebral protein synthesis due to the restricted diet or 

competition between Phe and large neutral amino acids (LNAAs) for the blood brain barrier (BBB) 

transport [35].  Deficiency in the trace element Selenium (Se) may compromise the efficiency of Gpx, 

since Se is required for the biological activity of this selenoprotein enzyme [36]. However, a significant 

decrease in the activity of Gpx has been reported in PKU patients with Se plasma levels within the 

reference range [37]. Thus, other factors may  be responsible for the deficiency in enzyme activity 

such as  Phe induced inhibition [24] (see figure 1). Alternatively, in the brain of hyperphenylalaninemic 

rats, enhanced degradation as well as a direct suppression of this enzyme have been reported [38].  

Interestingly, Phe and its metabolites have been reported to  inhibit the activity of  3-hydroxy-3-

methylglutaryl-CoA reductase (HMG-CoA reductase), the rate limiting enzyme of the mevalonate 

pathway [39], and this may be responsible for the reported deficiency in the level of the ETC electron 

carrier and lipid soluble antioxidant, Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10), in PKU patients [40-44] (see figure 1). The 

possibility arises that Phe-induced OS may be secondary to a perturbation in cellular antioxidant 

capacity, identifying the need for therapeutic strategies, which improve cellular antioxidant status and 

mitigate OS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Putative mechanism of oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in Phenylketonuria 

(PKU). Abbreviations; Phe: Phenylalanine; ETC: Electron transport chain; CoQ10: Coenzyme Q10; GPx: 

Glutathione peroxidase; ROS: Reactive oxidant species. Created using BioRender.com. 

 

 

 



 

3. LSDs 

The lysosome is a vitally important organelle involved in macromolecule catabolism, recycling and 

signalling, and defects in these functions, due to defects in the lysosomal acid hydrolase enzymes or 

cofactors, can result in the accumulation of metabolites which cause cellular toxicity [45]. There are 

over 70 diseases which are identified as LSDs, most of which are inherited autosomal recessively [45]. 

Generally, LSDs are categorized according to the type of accumulated macromolecule, with the major 

categories including glycogenoses, mucopolysaccharidoses and sphingolipidoses [46]. The 

pathophysiology of LSDs is directly associated with the accumulated toxic metabolite with affected 

individuals presenting with a wide spectrum of clinical symptoms [47-49].  An accumulation of toxic 

metabolites may be linked with an increase in lysosomal size/number, which has been associated with 

an increase in cellular OS, although the mechanisms responsible have yet to be fully elucidated [50]. 

Alternatively, since lysosomes are essential for autophagy, lysosomal dysfunction in LSDs may result 

in impaired autophagic clearance of dysfunctional mitochondria [51,52]. The observed accumulation 

of damaged mitochondria in LSDs has been associated with ROS generation, which may cause further 

mitochondrial impairment.  

3.3.  Evidence of OS in LSDs 

OS has been associated with the  LSD,  Gaucher disease (GD) type I [53], which  is  caused by a 

deficiency in the lysosomal enzyme,  glucocerebrosidase, leading to an accumulation of 

glucosylceramide and associated multiple organ dysfunction [54,55]. Mello et al  [53] identified a 

significant increase in sulfhydryl (SH) levels in the plasma of GD type I patients compared to healthy 

controls, which may be associated with the increased lipid peroxidation observed in this disorder. GSH 

plays a significant role in reducing free radicals, thus becoming oxidised glutathione (GSSG) [56]. 

Donida et al [57] reported that untreated patients with LSD, Mucopolysaccharidosis type IVA (Moriquo 

A), had elevated plasma GSH levels as well as increased Gpx activity compared to healthy controls. 

However, further analysis of the antioxidant defence system in this study identified no alterations in 

superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity or glutathione reductase (GR) content in Morquio A patients. In 

this study, the increased Gpx activity may be a consequence of lipid peroxidation which was identified 

by assessment of urinary 15-F2t-isoprostane levels. Similarly, elevations in MDA levels have also been 

identified in the blood of Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS) II patients  when compared to controls [58].  

Lysosomes contain a high iron content which can in some circumstances generate hydroxyl (OH) 

radicals via the Fenton reaction [59]. Evidence of increased 8-OHdG excretion in the urine of Morquio 

A patients compared to healthy controls has been reported, which may be the result of increased OH 

radical formation [57]. This can oxidise guanosine in mitochondrial and nuclear DNA forming 8-OHdG, 

thus causing oxidative damage to DNA [57]. The observed increase in ROS may also be due to  

lysosomal dysfunction in LSD’s for example, GD, has been associated with impaired mitophagy 

resulting in an accumulation of defective mitochondria which can result in an increase in cellular 

oxidative stress generation (Figure 2) [60]. However, other mechanisms may be responsible for the OS 

associated with LSDs which have yet to be fully elucidated 

 

3.4. Evidence of ETC dysfunction in LSDs  

A decrease in the activities of ETC complexes I, I + III, II, and II + III has been reported in muscle 

homogenates obtained from patients with lysosomal glycogen storage disorder, Pompe disease [61]. 



The cause of this global loss of ETC activity reported in the study by Selak et al [61] is as  yet uncertain, 

but may be linked to an increase in ROS generation associated with this LSD. Osellame et al  [60] 

reported that decreased activities  of the  ETC complexes I and II+III in astrocytes and neurons liberated 

from a mouse model of GD type II were associated with a reduction in mitochondrial membrane 

potential, which was maintained by reversal of  ATP synthase at the expense of ATP. A decrease in the 

activities of ETC complexes II, IV and II+III has also been reported in the brain of the murine model of 

MPS III type C which was also accompanied by a significant decrease in cellular CoQ10 status [62]. A 

deficit in the circulatory level of  CoQ10 has also been observed in patients with MPS III [63], although 

evidence of ETC dysfunction has yet to be elucidated. In view of the evidence for the involvement of 

OS in the pathogenesis of LSDs and the observed depletion in cellular antioxidant status, it may be 

judicious to consider antioxidant administration as a potential adjunct therapy for LSDs patients.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Putative mechanism of oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in Lysosome storage 

disorders (LSDs). Abbreviations; CoQ10: Coenzyme Q10; ROS: Reactive oxidant species; ETC: Electron 

transport chain. Created using BioRender.com. 

 

4. Peroxisomal disorders 

Peroxisomes are membrane bound organelles which contain around 50 different enzymes to fulfil 

their critical roles in a range of metabolic processes including catabolism of polyamines, 

prostaglandins, purines and eicosanoids, ether phospholipid biosynthesis, fatty acid oxidation, 

peroxide and ROS metabolism, glyoxylate clearing and possibly the biosynthesis of isoprenoids [64].  

Peroxisomal disorders are heterogeneous metabolic diseases that result from either mutations in 



genes that encode peroxisomal enzymes (Refsum disease and adrenoleucodystrophy: ALD) [65,66] or 

occur as the result of defects in peroxisome biogenesis (Zellweger syndrome spectrum disorders and 

Rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctate: RCDP) [67]. Peroxisome biogenesis disorders encompass two 

phenotypic groups: 1. Zellweger syndrome, neonatal ALD and infantile Refsum disease, which all 

belong to the Zellweger syndrome spectrum of diseases, and 2. RCDP1 [67].  

Patients with Zellweger syndrome have defects in the PEX gene encoding peroxins, proteins which are 

necessary for peroxisome assembly as well as for the import of peroxisomal proteins [68].  The clinical 

presentations of this disorder include development delay, visual loss from retinal degeneration, liver 

disease and loss of sensorineural hearing [69]. RCPD patients diagnosed at birth normally do not 

survive the first decade of life with this disorder characterized by the proximal shortening of the 

rhizomelia and the femur, punctate calcifications in cartilage, profound growth deficiency, cataracts 

and neurodevelopmental deficits with defects in plasmalogen biosynthesis [70]. Similarly, the clinical 

features of ALD present themselves at birth and include muscle hypotonia, severe psychomotor 

retardation and failure to thrive [71]. Analysis of the  post-mortem brains from 4 infants with ALD 

identified at least two stored lipid products, suggesting at least two enzyme deficiencies in this 

disorder [71]. 

 

4.1. Evidence of OS in peroxisomal disorders 

Peroxisomes are considered major sites of ROS generation as a result of their many biosynthetic 

functions and metabolic activity. For example during beta oxidation of very long-chain fatty acids 

(VLCFAs), synthesis of bile acids and the production of plasmalogens for the metabolism of myelin 

lipids, the peroxisome uses oxygen in a number of oxidative reactions which consequently results in 

the formation of the ROS,  H2O2 [72]. The peroxisome also contains multiple oxidase enzymes that 

produce hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as a product of their catalytic activity, for example urate oxidase 

catalyses the oxidation of uric acid into 5-hydroxyisourate forming H2O2 as a by-product [73,74]. 

Peroxisomes contain a number of antioxidant systems to compensate for the abundance of ROS 

produced as a result of their metabolic activity [75]. The enzyme, catalase, converts H2O2 into oxygen 

and water and SOD catalyses the dismutation of the superoxide radical into water and oxygen [76,77]. 

However, in the serum of patients with peroxisome biogenesis disorders, evidence of reduced SOD 

activity has been reported [78]. These findings accompanied a significant increase in the levels of 

circulatory MDA and the reactive nitrogen specie (RNS) Nitric oxide (NO). NO may be a product of 

inducible nitric oxide synthase (INOS) activity which catalyses the oxidation of L-arginine into cirtulline 

with the concomitant production of NO [79]. NO, although not very reactive itself, is able to form 

other reactive intermediates which can trigger nitrosative damage to biomolecules [80]. The observed 

increase in lipid peroxidation, NO production and enhanced levels of H2O2 observed in peroxisomal 

biogenesis disorders,  may result from mutations in the PEX gene which is involved in the import of 

catalase and SOD into the peroxisome [78,81]. Thus, this mutation compromises the peroxisomes 

ability to detoxify ROS, leaving the cell more susceptible to OS.  

Evidence of OS has also been reported in patients who have a defect in the D-bifunctional protein (D-

BP) which is involved in the beta-oxidation of VLCFAs [82] (see figure 3). Ferdinandusse et al [82] 

reported that D-BP patients have elevated circulatory levels of TBAR and 8-OHdG in conjunction with 

decreased levels of the Lipophilic antioxidants alpha-tocopherol and CoQ10.  

 

4.2.  Evidence of ETC dysfunction in peroxisomal disorders 



Evidence of ETC impairment has been associated with the accumulation of VLCFAs in patients with X-

ALD [83]. This is a peroxisomal disorder caused by mutations in the ABCD1 gene encoding the ABC 

peroxisome transporter, which is required for the entry of VLCFAs or VLCFA-CoAs into the organelle 

[84] (see figure 3).  Deletion of the ABCD1 gene in B12 oligodendrocytes and U87 astrocytes (cellular 

model of X-ALD pathology) resulted in a reduction in mitochondrial membrane potential, decreased 

activity of ETC complex I, as well as ATP synthase with an accompanied reduction in cellular ATP levels 

[83].  Although the mechanism by which VCFLAs impair mitochondrial function remains to be 

elucidated, fibroblasts from X-ALD patients with excess VLCFA C26:0 reported evidence of mtDNA 

oxidation together with impaired ETC activity and enhanced ROS production [85]. This study 

concluded that excess C26:0 disrupts oxidative phosphorylation and induces ETC ROS generation, in 

particular at complexes I and II. These free radicals can then oxidize mtDNA, which could contribute 

to a vicious cycle of mitochondrial dysfunction. Accumulated substances in various peroxisome 

disorders including VLCFA, phytanic acid and plasmalogens may directly inhibit ETC complex I activity, 

resulting in upregulated ROS generation [86].  Thus, mitochondrial dysfunction in peroxisome 

disorders may be a prominent contributor to the increase in OS, implicated in these diseases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Putative mechanism of oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in peroxisome 

disorders. Abbreviations; ROS: Reactive oxidant species; ETC: Electron transport chain; D-BP: D-

bifunctional protein; VLCFA: Very long chain fatty acids. Created using BioRender.com. 



In PKU, LSDs and peroxisome disorders, the observed imbalance in ROS generation and the ability of 

the cell to neutralise these species may result from a diminution in antioxidant capacity. If not 

counteracted, the excess ROS may cause further oxidative damage to cellular organelles including the 

mitochondria and consequently induce apoptosis (programmed cell death). Therefore, therapeutic 

strategies that target OS, replenish the cellular antioxidant status and enhance mitochondrial 

functioning, may prove to be beneficial in patients with these metabolic disorders and therefore will 

be discussed. 

5. Therapeutic strategies that target OS and mitochondria dysfunction 

Since ETC dysfunction may be a major contributory factor to the OS reported in PKU, LSDs and 

peroxisomal disorders, therapeutic strategies that target ETC impairment should be considered and 

these will be discussed (section 1). Following this, ROS scavenging antioxidants, which directly target 

OS, will be discussed (section 2). Finally, activators of mitochondrial biogenesis will be considered 

(section 3). These molecules have been reported to improve cellular energy generation as well as 

ameliorate OS.  

5.1.  Section 1: Targets of ETC functioning 

5.1.1.   CoQ10 

The lipid soluble antioxidant, CoQ10,  is an essential cofactor of the ETC, where it accepts electrons 

derived from ETC complexes I and II for transfer to complex III, thus allowing oxidative phosphorylation 

to occur [87,88] (see figure 4). Interestingly, a deficit in CoQ10 concentration has been implicated in 

the pathophysiology of PKU and LSDs [42,62,82].  The COQ10 deficiency observed in these disorders 

may be attributed to secondary impairment of the CoQ10 biosynthetic pathway by metabolites that 

accumulate in these disorders in addition to ROS induced impairment.  In PKU,  Phe  has  been reported 

to inhibit HMG-CoA reductase activity [39]. In the LSD, MPS III, evidence of a pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) 

(active form of vitamin B6) deficiency has been reported in addition to a deficit in plasma and 

cerebrospinal fluid CoQ10 status [63]. The accumulated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) in this LSD,  heparan 

sulphate, may bind to PLP which is an essential cofactor for CoQ10  biosynthesis [89], resulting in a 

CoQ10  deficiency.  

Previous studies have demonstrated that CoQ10 treatment is able to improve secondary mitochondrial 

dysfunction in other diseases where a CoQ10 deficiency has been associated with ETC dysfunction. 

Turton et al [90] demonstrated that CoQ10 treatment (5 µM) was able to restore ETC complex II+III 

activity in organophosphate (OP) treated SH-SY5Y cells. OP treatment has been associated with ROS 

induced ETC dysfunction and CoQ10 deficiency. The ability of exogenous CoQ10 to restore complex II+III 

activity in OP treated cells may be the result of its antioxidant capacity or simply the replenishment of 

cellular CoQ10 status. Duberley et al  [91] demonstrated that incubation of CoQ10 deficient neurons 

with exogenous CoQ10 (2.5, 5 and 10 µM) induced progressive improvements in ETC enzyme activities. 

In particular, treatment with 10 µM CoQ10 restored ETC complex activity to almost control levels.  

These studies may support the possibility that ETC dysfunction observed in the IEM may be the result 

of an underlying CoQ10 deficiency. Thus, CoQ10 could be administrated as an adjunct therapy to restore 

endogenous CoQ10 status and consequently improve ETC function. Presently, there is no consensus of 

the dosage of CoQ10 that should be administered in the treatment of ETC dysfunction. However, a 

therapeutic range of 5-50mg/kg/day CoQ10 is recommended for primary CoQ10 deficiencies in a soluble 

form for higher bioavailability [87,88]. It should be noted that in previously discussed disease models, 

a CoQ10 concentration of 5 µM and 10 µM was not able to fully restore mitochondrial function [90,91]. 

This may be due to the low bioavailability of CoQ10, or the fact that approximately only 11% of CoQ10 



has been reported to reach the inner mitochondria [92]. Therefore, higher concentrations of CoQ10 

may be required (>10 µM) to elicit significant improvements in ETC activity.  

5.1.2.  B vitamins 

Dietary vitamin B2 and B3 both play essential roles in the maintenance of mitochondrial functioning. 

B2 or riboflavin is a precursor of Flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) 

which are prosthetic groups of ETC complexes I and II, respectively [93]. Vitamin B3 however, 

encompasses nictonic acid, nicotinamide and nicotinamide riboside (NR), which are precursors of the 

coenzyme NAD+, and its reduced form NADH [94]. NADH donates two electrons to ETC complex I (see 

figure 4). A disturbance of B2 metabolism as well as poor absorption has resulted in inadequate 

cellular levels of FMN and FAD, resulting in mitochondrial dysfunction and riboflavin associated 

neurodegenerative disorders [93]. When B2 is supplemented or consumed via the diet, it requires 

specific transporters to convey it from the cytosol into the mitochondria [93]. Interestingly, defects in 

these riboflavin transporters, for example in brown Vialetto Van Laere disease (disease associated 

with a  Loss-of-function mutations in two riboflavin transporter genes, SLC52A2 and SLC52A3), have 

been associated with a loss of ETC complex I and II activities in fibroblasts of patients with SLC52A2 

mutations [95]. However, Gerards et al [96]  reported that in complex I deficient patients (mutations 

in the ACAD9 gene), complex I activity was increased from 17% to 47% following treatment with 

300mg/day riboflavin [96]. It is likely that treatment with riboflavin is able to increase the intra-

mitochondrial FAD concentration which compensates for the reduction in the folding capacity of the 

mutant complex I flavoprotein prosthetic group [97]. Riboflavin has also been demonstrated  to 

promote the assembly of ETC  complexes I and IV into the super-complex with complex III, thus 

enhancing the super-complex formation of the ETC [98]. Therefore, riboflavin treatment may enhance 

the observed defects in ETC function in IEM in view of its role as a prosthetic group for complexes I 

and II, as well as its ability to enhance super-complex assembly.  

Vitamin B3 is a precursor of NAD(P)+ synthesis, thus the electron carrier NAD(P)H [94].  Treatment 

with the vitamin B3 analogue, NR, has previously been shown to increase NAD+/NADH levels as well 

as enhance oxidative phosphorylation [99]. Treatment with NR (101 mg/l) has been reported to 

protect neuroblastoma cells from MPP+ induced complex I deficiency in a pharmacological model of 

Parkinson’s disease [100]. Since nicotinamide is the precursor of NADH which is required for 

mitochondrial complex I activity [94], an increase in concentration of this coenzyme may be able to 

enhance the activity of complex I in IEM.  The loss of  cerebral complex I activity  observed in a mouse 

model of PKU was suggested to result from Phe competing with NADH to bind to the catalytic site of 

complex I [30]. Therefore, the use of vitamin B3 in PKU may improve complex I activity by increasing 

NADH levels, outcompeting Phe, and therefore increasing complex I activity. 

Interestingly, vitamin B3 has also been reported to reduce OS [101]. It is proposed that NAD(P)H is 

able to directly scavenge free radicals and repair the oxidation damage of vital cellular biomolecules. 

Alternatively, NAD(P)H could function as an indirect operating antioxidant, for example NAD(P)H acts 

as a hydride donor in the re-reduction of GSSG to GSH, which is catalysed by the enzyme GR [101]. 

Thus, the increased levels of GSH can reduce free radicals and mitigate OS observed in PKU, LSDs and 

Peroxisome disorders.  

Furthermore, the ability of vitamin B3 to increase ETC activity may be via an upregulation in 

mitochondrial biogenesis, as NAD+ has been reported to be a rate limiting co-substrate for the sirtuin 

(SIRT) enzymes [102]. SIRT-1 deacetylates and activates peroxisome proliferator-activator receptor 

gamma coactivator-1 alpha (PGC1-α), the master regulator of mitochondrial biogenesis [103] (see 

figure 5). Previous studies have demonstrated that NR supplementation increases NAD+ levels, 



activating SIRT-1 and SIRT-3, and consequently enhancing oxidative phosphorylation in rats with high 

fat diet induced metabolic abnormalities [99]. NR treatment in mitochondrial myopathy mice was also 

found to induce FOXO1 de-acetylation, which may result from activation of SIRT1 [104]. SIRT1 can 

activate downstream targets including PGC1-α and mitochondria biogenesis, of which evidence of 

increased mitochondria biogenesis was detected in this study. Thus, it should be considered that the 

improvements to mitochondrial functioning post treatment with vitamin B3 may also be the result of 

increased mitochondria biogenesis [99,100].  

 

Figure 4. Diagram of electron transport chain (ETC) and ATP synthase illustrating the pumping of H+ 

ions into the intermembrane space during electron passage, and how the therapeutic strategies 

discussed can augment mitochondrial functioning. Created using BioRender.com (template provided 

by Biorender). 

5.2. Section 2: Antioxidants  

The evidence of increased OS reported in PKU, LSDs and peroxisome disorders recognises a need for 

enhancement of the cellular antioxidant defence system [58,105]. In these disorders, the origin of OS 

is generally multifactorial. However, the toxic metabolites which accumulate in these IEM, as well as 

the ROS and RNS generated during the disease, can directly impair the ETC [30,105]. In the cases of 

ETC dysfunction, electrons can leak from the chain and partially reduce oxygen, forming the 

superoxide anion [106]. The increase in ROS generation overwhelms the cellular antioxidant defences 

resulting in OS. The elevated OS can cause further oxidative damage to the ETC complexes, mtDNA 

and mitochondrial lipid membrane. These defects can impair mitochondrial function and enhance 



further ROS generation, continuing this vicious cycle. Targeting OS by replenishing cellular antioxidant 

status, by either treatment with molecules that act directly as antioxidants or antioxidant enzyme 

enhancing therapies, could mitigate the cellular oxidative damage, allowing for improved cellular and 

organ functioning.  

CoQ10 previously discussed as an augmenter of mitochondrial ETC functioning, can also be recognised 

for its antioxidant properties [107].  Antioxidants act by scavenging ROS, protecting cells against OS 

implicated in the disease pathophysiology [108]. In a cell model of the LSD, GD, CoQ10 administration 

was found to reduce mitochondrial superoxide and H2O2 levels [109]. CoQ10 administration has also 

demonstrated antioxidant properties in vivo,  following 12 weeks of CoQ10 supplementation  a 

significant increase in SOD activity was reported, as well as a  decreased levels of MDA (marker of lipid 

peroxidation) in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis patients compared to controls and therefore, 

may demonstrate similar benefits in IEM patients [107]. However, it has been speculated that CoQ10 

has poor BBB transport, which could reduce its biochemical efficacy [110]. Thus, other antioxidants 

could be considered for the treatment of IEM, for example, pyrroloquinoline-quinone (PQQ), vitamin 

E and lipoic acid have demonstrated abilities to reduce OS in other diseases and therefore should be 

considered as potential candidates for IEM [111,112]. The clinical application of these antioxidants in 

relation to combating OS can be found in the following literature [113-118].  Since deficits in GSH 

status have been reported in IEMs [1,119], therapeutic intervention with EPI-743 may be promising 

therapeutic agent. Although the mechanism of action of this synthetic quinone is not yet fully 

elucidated, its ability to transfer electrons from NOQ1 to GR is thought to restore cellular GSH status 

[120]. For example, administration with EPI-743 significantly increased the level of GSH in lymphocytes 

from patients with the  mitochondrial disease, Leigh syndrome [121].  In addition, N-acetylcysteine, a 

precursor of GSH [122], which provides cysteine residues (rate limiting substrate for re-synthesis of 

this tripeptide) [123] enabling the restoration of cellular GSH status, may also be beneficial  [124]. 

Alternatively, idebenone, the short chain analogue of CoQ10, appears to readily cross the BBB and has 

previously been used to treat mitochondrial dysfunction, for example,  idebenone administration has 

been reported to improve oxidative metabolism in  patients with the mitochondrial syndrome, MELAS 

[125], as well as aide the recovery of visual acuity and prevent loss of colour vision associated  which 

is associated with the mitochondrial disease, Leber hereditary optic neuropathy [126,127]. Thus, 

idebenone may be considered as an alternative to CoQ10 for targeting the observed enhancement of 

OS in IEM patients, although this therapy may be disease dependent  [128].  

5.3.  Section 3: Activators of mitochondrial biogenesis  

Mitochondrial biogenesis is the process by which cells increase in their mitochondrial mass [129]. This 

integral event sustains oxidative phosphorylation by maintaining a sufficient population of correctly 

functioning mitochondria, which compensates for the dysfunctional mitochondria.  

A number of transcription factors and coactivators are required to execute mitochondrial biogenesis, 

with the central regulator being transcriptional coactivator PGC-1α, which can further activate 

numerous transcription factors involved in mitochondrial biogenesis, including nuclear respiratory 

factors (NRFs) (mitochondrial transcription factor A) which promote expression of Tfam [130].  

PGC1-α can be activated by phosphorylation catalysed by activated protein kinase (AMPK), de-

acetylation of SIRT1, or by the upregulation of its gene expression by peroxisome proliferation-

activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) and cAMP response element binding protein (CREB) [130,131] (see 

figure 5). Therefore, therapies that activate these factors have the potential to upregulate 

mitochondrial biogenesis and therefore, the possibility of increasing cellular oxidative 



phosphorylation capacity and mitigating OS in IEM. These candidate therapies will be discussed in the 

following sections.  

5.3.1. Pyrroloquinoline quinone 

The bioactive compound, PQQ, has been documented for its antioxidant properties, its role in cellular 

energy metabolism and mitochondrial biogenesis [112,132]. Previous studies have demonstrated its 

ROS scavenging properties and ability to mitigate mitochondrial-mediated OS [112]. Therefore, PQQ 

may be an appropriate compound for targeting the increased ROS generation observed in IEM [1]. On 

a cautionary note, PQQ has been reported to operate in a concentration dependant manner, such that 

PQQ has exhibited pro-oxidant properties when the concentration of this quinone is above 50 µM 

[133]. Its reactivity, however, may be dependent on its biological environment. 

In addition to its antioxidant properties, PQQ has reported to activate mitochondrial biogenesis [134].  

PQQ treatment (4.5 mg/day/kg) of the skeletal muscle from denervated-induced atrophy mice was 

found to increase the protein expression of the ETC subunits together with the level of PGC-1α [132].  

PQQ may activate PGC1-α via CREB, since PQQ may phosphorylate/activate CREB [135]. Activated 

CREB binds to the PGC1-α promoter, enhancing its transcription [131] (see figure 5). Kuo et al [132] 

reported that exposure of PQQ (10-30 µM) to mouse Hepa1-6 cells for 24-28 hours resulted in 

increased citrate synthase (mitochondrial matrix marker) activity together with enhanced ETC 

complex IV activity. These findings accompanied an increase in PGC-1α mRNA and protein levels as 

well as increased mRNA expression of NRF-1, NRF-2, Tfam, TFB1M and TFB2M. However, PQQ may 

activate mitochondrial biogenesis via the NAD+ dependant SIRT-1/PGC-1α pathway (see section 1 for 

similar mechanism) [136].   

5.3.2.  Selenium   

Se is an essential trace element obtained from normal diet [137]. It has been reported to promote 

mitochondrial biogenesis by its ability to activate the AKT-CREB pathway and stimulate the PGC-1α 

signalling cascade [138]. AKT is required to phosphorylate/activate CREB, allowing for CREB binding to 

the PGC-1α promoter and enhanced transcription [139] (see figure 5). Se treatment has been reported 

to  increase ETC complexes I, II+III and IV activities in murine neuronal HT22 cells [138]. In addition, Se 

pre-treatment of HT22 cells also reduced hypoxia-induced ROS generation and alleviated hypoxia 

induced suppression of ETC complex I and IV activities [140]. These findings accompanied an increase 

in PGC-1α and NRF1 protein levels, suggesting Se induced mitochondrial biogenesis.  

Se is also essential for the biological activity of selenoproteins, one of which being the antioxidant 

enzyme Gpx [141]. Thus, reduced OS associated with Se treatment may be the result of increased 

activity of this enzyme [140]. Interestingly, alterations to Gpx activity has been observed in PKU and 

LSDs, which may be attributed to Se deficiency in these disorders [37,57,142]. However, PKU patients 

with decreased Gpx activity had plasma Se levels within the reference range [37]. In addition, Se 

supplementation of Se deficient MPS I, II and IV patients demonstrated a decrease in Gpx activity 

[142]. This may be due to elevated OS prior to Se supplementation, which would require higher levels 

of enzyme activity.  

Se may also be supplemented with CoQ10 since these therapies are thought to operate synergistically  

[143]. Se is a component of the selenoenzyme thioredoxin reductase, which reduces CoQ10 to 

ubiquinol, its antioxidant form [144]. CoQ10 also plays a significant role in the synthesis of 

selenocysteine, a key component of thioredoxin reductase [145]. Thus, a deficiency of Se or CoQ10 

could affect the recycling process and hinder normal mitochondrial functioning. Se, however, may 

have a relatively narrow therapeutic window and may be toxic at higher concentrations. Se 



supplementation of 300mg/day has been previously recommended for therapeutic potential, 

however 1000-1600mg/day Se has been intravenously administrated to critically ill patients [143]. At 

these doses there is no reported evidence of toxicity, however, beyond these therapeutic doses we 

cannot be certain at present of possible toxic side effects. 

5.3.2. Decanoic acid  

Decanoic acid (C10), a component of the medium chain triglyceride ketogenic diet, is a ligand for the 

nuclear receptor PPARy [146] (see figure 5). This ligand activated transcription factor can upregulate 

the expression of PGC-1α, thus C10 may have the potential utility in the treatment of ETC dysfunction 

in IEM [147]. Treatment with C10 in ETC complex I deficient Leigh syndrome (LS) patients increased 

citrate synthase activity in fibroblasts via the activation of PPARy [148]. However, not all LS cells 

responded to C10 treatment, suggesting it could be a patient specific therapy. Treatment with 250 µM 

C10 over 6 days in SH-SY5Y cells demonstrated an increase in citrate synthase, complex I and catalase 

activities [149]. Interestingly, various forms of the ketogenic diet (high fat, low carbohydrate diet 

which promotes the metabolism of fats into ketone bodies, for the body’s main energy source) have 

previously been reported to improve mitochondrial functioning and enhance the antioxidant capacity 

[150] This is proposed to be via the ability of ketones to activate the Nuclear factor erythroid 2-related 

factor 2 (NRF2) which upregulates expression of antioxidant proteins, NQO1 and SOD. Interestingly, 

this study also demonstrates that the ketogenic diet increases succinate levels, allowing substrate flux 

through ETC complex II and ultimately improving ETC complex II/III activity. As well as this, the 

ketogenic diet has demonstrated the ability to induce mitochondrial biogenesis [151]. However, on a 

cautionary note, the ketogenic diet would be impractical for those IEM patients where dietary 

management is already strict. However, Hughes et al [149] observed that C8 (octanoic acid) and C10 

levels are elevated in patients treated with a medium chain triglyceride ketogenic diet. Yet, only C10 

(and not C8) has reported to modulate mitochondrial biogenesis, and therefore, this raises the 

possibility that C10 independently may be an appropriate therapeutic strategy to induce 

mitochondrial biogenesis. However, further studies will be required to investigate this possibility.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Increase in mitochondrial biogenesis upon activation of PGC1-α By SIRT1, CREB and PParγ 

with associated adjunct therapies which stimulate these factors. Abbreviations; PPary: peroxisome 

proliferator-activated receptor gamma; PGC1-α: peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma 

coactivator-1 alpha; Sirt1: Sirtuin1; NRF1+2: nuclear respiratory factor 1+2; CREB: cAMP response 

element binding protein; ETC: Electron transport chain; PQQ: Pyrroloquinoline quinone; Se: Selenium; 

C10: Decanoic acid; NR: Nicotinamide riboside. Created using BioRender.com. 

 

6. Conclusion 

A number of studies have indicated that mitochondrial dysfunction and OS may be important 

contributory factors to the pathophysiology of PKU, LSDs and peroxisome disorders. The putative 

adjunct therapies discussed generally focus on enhancement of ETC complex activity and cellular ATP 

status, ameliorating OS and boosting the cellular antioxidant capacity. Thus, these candidate therapies 

may be appropriate to target mitochondrial dysfunction and OS in IEM. It should be noted that the 

strategies discussed are utilised in the treatment of primary ETC disorders and are yet to be considered 

for the treatment of other disorders. Therefore, studies are still required to evaluate the effects of 

these therapies in IEM.  At present, no consensus exists for the utilisation of these strategies in the 

treatment of IEM, which may be due to the paucity of data presently available. Moreover, these 

therapeutic strategies will serve as adjuncts to the currently prescribed therapeutic regimes. Agents 

that stimulate mitochondrial biogenesis are gaining more attention, in particular for the enhancement 

of mitochondrial ETC complex activity and therefore may be beneficial in the treatment of IEM. 



Although, these therapeutic strategies require further research in cellular IEM models before being 

translated to human trials.  

7. Expert opinion 

Although the therapeutic strategies discussed in this review have shown to be beneficial in 

augmenting ETC function and mitigating OS in primary ETC disorders, there is still a severe paucity of 

research of these treatments in IEM. In addition, agents that elicit improvement in mitochondrial 

health via enhancing mitochondrial biogenesis are only recently being translated into human trials. In 

view of the heterogeneous nature of IEM, candidate therapies may be patient-specific. Therefore, co-

supplementation of these therapies should be considered, although the use of combined 

pharmacotherapies could cause adverse drug interactions, inducing cellular toxicity and severe organ 

dysfunction. Thus, a single agent, which targets all these aspects in IEM, may be the most suitable 

option.  

Presently, there is still no unified approach to the treatment of specific IEM, with dietary intervention 

in some cases being the only effective strategy to manage these diseases. However, for IEM patients 

who are required to comply with dietary management, as in PKU, where dietary management is well 

recognised as effective, the diet is often abandoned as it is viewed as unpalatable and socially 

exclusive, with reports of resulting mental health issues [152,153]. It should also be noted that 

amongst the aging population where IEM screening was not available at birth, dietary intervention 

was not undertaken, and this group may be susceptible to enhanced oxidative damage and the 

outcome may be particularly sever, emphasising a need for therapeutic intervention [154].  

Evidence for the ‘cross-talk’ between lysosome and mitochondria is gaining momentum in LSDs since 

these disorders are known to trigger repression of mitochondrial biogenesis and have impaired 

autophagic clearance of dysfunctional mitochondria [155,156]. Thus, enhancement of mitochondrial 

biogenesis to augment ETC complex activity together with enhanced mitophagy to mediate clearance 

of damaged mitochondria, could be an interesting futuristic approach. The enhancement of TFEB 

(master regulator of lysosome biogenesis) expression may prove to be beneficial to LSD patients since 

this has the potential to enhance mitophagy by maintenance of autophagy-lysosome pathway in 

addition to its ability to induce mitochondrial biogenesis [157]. Thus, regulation of TFEB activity could 

be a potential therapeutic target for LSD patients. Interestingly, resveratrol (RSV) (10 µM) pre-

treatment in human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) has shown to upregulate the TFEB and 

TFEB-modulated downstream gene expression and promoted autophagosome formation. The ability 

for RSV to upregulate autophagy by inducing TFEB, which promotes formation of autophagosomes 

and their fusion with the lysosome, also leads to the reduction of OS [158].  In addition, RSV has been 

shown to induce mitochondrial biogenesis via the SIRT1 pathway [159]. Thus, RSV’s multifunctional-

role could be a promising prospect for phytochemical intervention in LSDs. However, pharmacological 

manipulation of phytochemicals may be required to enhance their efficacy. For example, to enhance 

the selectivity towards the mitochondria they could be conjugated to a mitochondrial-targeting 

peptide (mitochondria penetrating peptide, mitochondria targeting sequence, SS peptide) of which a 

similar prospect could be incorporated into the agents presently discussed.  

At present, it is difficult to decipher how the treatment of mitochondrial dysfunction and OS in IEM 

will evolve. A lot of research is still required to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of these agents in 

IEM. However, until biomarkers of mitochondrial dysfunction in IEM patients become more reliable, 

the therapeutic efficacy of these agents will be difficult to quantify. 
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